Interaction with uncertainty in visualisations
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Abstract
In recent years, a number of algorithms have been developed which provide fast approximate computations on large datasets. There is considerable interest in exploiting these techniques to render interactive visualisations of large datasets. Such interactions require careful consideration of the uncertainty arising from the approximations that these algorithms employ. Characterising and comparing visualisations of uncertainty has been well studied; however, it is typically assumed that uncertainty is a fixed property of the data. In light of this new generation of approximate visualisations, we consider the case where uncertainty arises from algorithms whose parameters can be altered, and so can be manipulated just like any other aspect of the visualisation. We present a novel direct-manipulation interface for uncertainty in visualisations and show through a user study that our interface enables people to successfully edit and comprehend uncertainty.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces—Interaction Styles

1 Introduction
The challenge of interaction with large datasets is twofold: it is a technical challenge to build hardware and software capable of processing them, but it is also an interaction design challenge to give users an understanding of and a sense of control over analytical processes; to create a perception of “agency” [CMK∗12].

Techniques for approximate computation such as sampling [CDN07], sketching [CG07], and online aggregation [HHW97] appear to be a promising technical solution. These allow for fast processing of large datasets in exchange for quantifiable error bounds. Such advances have led to the development of database tools that can perform fast approximate queries [AMP∗13]. There is considerable interest in using these techniques to improve the quality of interaction with large datasets, which is contingent on the visualisation being rendered at interactive speeds [KBP∗14, SBJ14a].

The technical solution of approximate computation has a corresponding design problem: interaction with parameterised uncertainty. There are several ways of visualising uncertainty [THM∗05, ZC07], including error bars, use of colour, transparency, blurring, painterly rendering, and animation. How these are categorised and evaluated is the subject of much research [ZC06, BBIF12]. However, it is typically assumed that uncertainty is a fixed aspect of the data, resulting either from the way in which the data was generated, or introduced by some fixed transformation of the raw data that has resulted in the current dataset. With the emergence of approximate computation techniques, we now have sources of uncertainty that make a trade-off between accuracy and time/space resources.

Consequently, there is a need for interfaces where parameterised uncertainty can be interacted with and manipulated [FPD∗12, MPG∗14], just as much previous attention has been paid to visual interaction with other types of statistical techniques [EHM∗11, SHB∗14, BLBC12, SBJ14b]. In this paper, we present the first visual direct manipulation interface designed to facilitate such interaction, and a user study showing that our interface is fit for this purpose.

2 The draggable error bars interface
Our interface is shown in Fig. 1. It is written in JavaScript, HTML and CSS, using the canvas element. We focus on scatterplots here, but our interface can be directly applied to other common chart types, such as bar and line graphs.

The uncertainty in the y-coordinates of the points due to approximate computation is represented using error bars. We use error bars in preference to other methods such as blurring and transparency for two reasons: first, because they provide clear drag targets (which blurring and transparency do not), and second, because varying degrees of uncertainty are more easily comparable using the lengths of error bars as opposed to opacity or blur radius [CM84] (although they are known to have some weaknesses [CG14]).

The user drags the ends of these error bars in order to reduce the uncertainty associated with those points. When dragging, a horizontal indicator bar appears, visualising the
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estimated duration of recomputation. This “resource cost estimation bar” is an essential component of the interface, as it allows the user to judge whether they are willing to invest their resources (in this case, time) in exchange for an improvement in accuracy.

The user can request a specific amount of uncertainty by dragging the bars varying amounts. Upon reaching the desired uncertainty, the user stops dragging (releases the mouse button), which starts the recomputation. While the recomputation is being performed, the cost estimation indicator shrinks, and the point and error bars move to their newly accurate positions.

2.1 Applicability of the draggable bars interface

For this interface to be applicable to an approximate computation technique, the technique must fulfil the following:

1. It must be possible to control some measure of the accuracy of the computation. This is necessary to provide semantics for the error bars.

2. It must be possible to estimate the usage of some resource (typically time or memory) which is required to carry out the computation. This is necessary to provide semantics for the cost estimation bar.

Examples of techniques that fulfil these criteria include computation driven by Bloom filters [Blo70], where the error bars can be mapped to false positive rates, and the cost estimation bar can be mapped to the length of the bit array. Similarly, in count-min sketches [CM05], error bars and cost estimation indicator(s) can be mapped to collision rates and bit array parameters respectively. In online aggregation, error bars and estimation bars can be mapped respectively to confidence intervals and query execution time. Thus, draggable error bars lend themselves to be a general direct-manipulation interface for controlling the parameters in several common approximate computation techniques.

We make a distinction between “big data” and “big visualisations”. Our tool directly facilitates analysis of the former but not the latter. That is, our interface is most suitable for visualisations with a large underlying dataset, but nonetheless a small number of graphical elements. For instance, a database of 10 billion integers can be used to produce a plot of 10 points, where each point is meant to be the average of 1 billion integers. This is big data, but a small visualisation.

In our prototype, the errors as well as recomputations are simulated, remaining independent of any particular approximate technique. Hidden from the user, the simulation initialises each point with a true random $y$-value $y$, and random $y$-error $e$. For the user, a simulated approximate point $\hat{y}$ is rendered such that $\hat{y} \sim U(y + e, y - e)$. Upon dragging, the required $y$-error, $e'$, is set by the new length of the error bar. The estimated recompute time is calculated as an increasing function of $1 - (e'/e)$. A new value for $\hat{y}$ is drawn from $U(y + e', y - e')$. Thus, $\lim_{e' \to 0} \hat{y} = y$. Although far more sophisticated treatments of error bar semantics are possible [Cum12], this simple generic simulation is a first step towards effectively representing interaction with the kinds of approximate techniques previously outlined.
Figure 2: An example randomly-generated binary comparison task. Here, the participant may reasonably pick ‘A is probably higher than B’ or ‘It is impossible to tell for sure’, but they may also choose to refine the error bars before answering.

3 User study

We conducted a web-based study of 39 participants, recruited largely from English-speaking countries using the Microworkers platform (https://microworkers.com), a service similar to Amazon Mechanical Turk.

We were primarily interested in the following: 1. Can users spontaneously identify our interface as enabling control over uncertainty? 2. Do they use the interface? 3. Do they use the interface correctly? 4. Is their usage affected by the speed of the recomputation?

3.1 Spontaneous discovery of interface mechanism

Participants were first shown a plot with error bars, and asked to describe what they saw. 33 (85%) identified it as a plot or graph depicting data (as opposed to a picture or other type of image). However, only 8 (21%) stated that there was some uncertainty associated with the points on the plot.

After being given a brief explanation of error bars, participants were asked to reduce the uncertainty associated with a point on the plot with no further instructions. 34 participants (87%) successfully discovered the drag operation. The median discovery time for the drag operation was 19.3 seconds. From this we conclude that the interface corresponds well with users’ prior assumptions about how one might manipulate uncertainty in a visualisation, i.e., it is intuitive.

3.2 Do people use the interface?

Next, participants were given full explanations of the interface and how to use it. Thereafter, each participant performed 30 comparison tasks in which they were shown a plot with two points and asked to choose the best description of the points out of a standard list of options. An example task is shown in Fig. 2.

It was always possible to give a reasonable interpretation of the plot without dragging the error bars. Even so, 30 participants (77%) used drag operations during the experiment. 13 participants used drag operations in all 30 tasks, averaging 2.53 drags per task (Fig. 3 shows the full distribution of drag counts per task), dragging each point an average of 1.26 times. On average, they chose to reduce error by 67.6% per drag. Fig. 4 shows the full distribution of uncertainty reduction per drag (this corresponds to $1 - (e'/e)$ as in §2.1).

3.3 Is the interface used correctly?

For any given plot configuration, we used the following rules to construct a set of ‘reasonable’ answers:

- Where the error bars are not overlapping, the ‘certainly’ and ‘almost certainly’ unequal options (i.e. higher/lower) are reasonable in the correct direction of the inequality.
- Where the error bars are overlapping:
  - The ‘impossible to tell’ option is reasonable.
  - If the top and bottom of point A’s error bars are close ($<0.5cm$) to the top and bottom of B’s error bars respectively, the ‘probably equal’ option is reasonable.
  - If ‘probably equal’ is reasonable and the vertical lengths of A’s and B’s error bars are small ($<0.5cm$), the ‘almost certainly equal’ option is reasonable.
The ‘probably’ and ‘almost certainly’ unequal options are reasonable, with the correct direction determined by comparing $P(A \geq B)$ and $P(A \leq B)$, where $A$ and $B$ are uniformly distributed between their respective error bounds.

- Where the error bars have been completely reduced, the ‘certainly’ and ‘almost certainly’ options are considered reasonable in the direction of the inequality, or if the points are equal, the ‘equals’ case is reasonable.

It follows that for any configuration of points and error bars, there is always a non-empty set of reasonable answers, whether or not the user has chosen to manipulate that plot.

In 89.5% of tasks where a reasonable answer was given and a drag operation was performed, the drag operation was actually necessary to be able to provide that answer. That is, the participant’s answer was in the set of reasonable interpretations for the state of the plot after performing one or more drag operations, but not in the set of reasonable interpretations for the initial state of the plot. This often corresponded to users dragging overlapping error bars until they no longer overlapped, and then selecting a ‘certainly’ option. Thus, the participants applied the interface correctly to arrive at reasonable answers that were not deducible without using the interface.

3.4 Is usage affected by recomputation time?

Since we are interested in the effect of the speed of the recomputation on dragging behaviour, we now focus on the 13 participants who used drag operations in every task. The tasks were randomly generated to produce a maximum recomputation time and drag count per task ($r = 0.1, p = 0.046$), and a clear negative correlation between maximum recomputation time and uncertainty reduced per drag per task ($r = -0.25, p = 5.65 \cdot 10^{-7}$). This corresponds to behaviour observed in our pilot studies where participants preferred to make multiple small drags if recomputation was expensive.

Moreover, in Fig. 4 we observe a clear tendency to reduce uncertainty completely (i.e. drag the error bars all the way), but an interesting distribution arises around the lower levels. This turns out to be attributable to a behavioural divide between participants. The 13 participants considered in this subsection can be clearly subdivided into two groups: those who tend to eliminate uncertainty entirely, and those who vary their behaviour from task to task. There were 4 participants in the first group, who each reduced uncertainty by over 99.9% per task (i.e., fully dragged the error bars in every task); this may simply be due to the fact that the recomputation times were generally quite small. The remainder were in the latter, behaviour-varying group; on average members of this group reduced uncertainty by only 71% per task.

Upon examination of just the 9 participants who exhibit varying behaviour, the effect of maximum recomputation time is even more apparent. While the relationship between maximum recomputation time and drag count per task remains essentially unchanged ($r = 0.13, p = 0.034$), the correlation between maximum recomputation time and uncertainty reduced per drag per task is much stronger in these participants ($r = -0.35, p = 3.56 \cdot 10^{-9}$). This is illustrated in Fig. 5.

From these observations, we conclude that usage is affected by recomputation speed in skilled users. This relates to Liu and Heer’s conclusions that latency in visualisations modulates interaction [LH14]. In the context of our interface, this can be interpreted as the interface successfully communicating to the user the implications of their actions, allowing them to make informed decisions about computations on their data (similar to Fisher et al [FPD+12]).

4 Conclusion

We present a novel direct-manipulation interface for interacting with uncertainty arising from approximate computations. The interface takes the form of draggable error bars, which represent uncertainty, and a cost estimation indicator, which represents required computational resources (e.g. time or memory). The interface can be applied to many types of visualisation (e.g. scatter plots, bar charts, line graphs, etc.) and can be used to enable interaction with several types of approximate computation techniques (e.g. sampling, sketching, online aggregation, etc.).

We present results of a user study confirming that our system can be understood and applied successfully. Our study provides evidence that the representation of required computational resources modulates interaction as intended, allowing skilled users to modify their usage to achieve the resource/accuracy tradeoff that suits their needs.
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